A lot of ideas but little prioritization

From all spheres of policy, for example:

- Central Government Plans and Strategy
- State Government Plans and Budgets
- 1000s of NGOs and development organizations initiating their own programs

State budget: Rs 1.6 lakh crores

We want to give tailwind to good ideas and headwind to bad ones.

Shifting just 1% of spending could generate billions of rupees worth of social, environmental and economic benefits for the state.

ANDHRA PRADESH PRIORITIES
An India Consensus Prioritization Project

WORKING WITH
30-50 economists including Nobel Laureate level, 1200 sector experts engaging government, civil society, development agencies, businesses, youth, across rural and urban areas.

...to identify, analyze and prioritize interventions that will deliver greater benefit per rupee spent, helping move India towards a more prosperous long term future.

Sourcing ideas and solutions

Government        Vision 2029
Academia           Private sector
Think tanks        Civil Society

600+ ideas on policies & investments

Cost-benefit research by top national, regional and global economists

Extensive peer review by sector experts and academics

Complete set of papers on 70+ solutions

PRIORITIZATION

Eminent Panel Assessment
Public polls via media
Youth forums across the state

Government and donor seminars
Civil society roundtables
Private sector roundtables

OUTREACH
Continuous engagement with the public via electronic, print and social media

Working with civil society, government and sector experts

Wide dissemination in Eenadu, Hindu, Time of India, Hindustan Times, Indian Express, etc.

Smarter solutions for Smarter Andhra Pradesh

A partnership between Tata Trusts and Copenhagen Consensus Center